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“Critical Race Theory is the most exciting development in
contemporary legal studies.”
– Cornel West
“The [Conservative Baptist] Network rejects various
unbiblical ideologies currently affecting the Southern
Baptist Convention such as Critical Race Theory,
intersectionality, and social justice.”
– The Conservative Baptist Network
What Christians Get Wrong About Critical Race Theory — Part I
Dr. Nathan Luis Cartagena, originally published February 27, 2020

Critical Race Theory and the Church
In 2015, Christians in the U.S. changed how they

These horrendous injustices forced Christians to

approached race. They had to. For, despite the

reconsider how to love their neighbors in a

chorus of voices declaring the U.S. a post-racial

racialized society, and ignited renewed calls

society—hadn’t it re-elected President Barack

across Christian denominations to pursue racial

Obama, its first Black president?—police had killed

conciliation within the church and broader society.

Michael Brown, Eric Garner, and Freddie Gray. A
white supremacist murdered nine members of

These considerations and calls have sparked

Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal Church in

heated discussions about “Critical Race Theory”

Charleston, South Carolina. The deaths of Brown,

(CRT). For some, CRT is an ideology antithetical to

Garner, and Gray sparked mass protests across

the gospel. For others, it is a helpful tool Christians

the U.S. The slayings in Charleston began a

could employ to facilitate justice and love of

movement to remove the Confederate Battle Flag

neighbor. And for others, CRT remains a nebulous

from the state capitol grounds in South Carolina.

phrase and nothing more.
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Silence and Lack of Clarity
So, what is CRT? Most Christian treatments never
say. The Conservative Baptist Network, for
example, declares CRT an unbiblical ideology
without defining the term. “The Statement of

"Given the
importance critics
and opponents
attribute to CRT, this
widespread
ecclesiastical silence
is tragic. All sides
owe Christians an
account of what CRT
is and why it is
harmful or useful.
Charity and justice
demand as much."

Social Justice and the Gospel” does much the
same. John MacArthur, one of the statement’s
architects, adds that CRT is the source of “anger,
resentment, and vengeful separation” within the
Church. Yet, he is silent about what CRT means in
the first place. This pattern holds true even among
Christian proponents of CRT. Neil Shenvi and Pat
Sawyer suggest that “there are areas in which
Christians should agree with critical [race] theory”
without specifying how those areas relate to the
broader whole. The Southern Baptist Convention’s
resolution on CRT merely states that it is “a set of
analytical tools that explain how race has and
continues to function in society.” Which specific
set of tools is the SBC considering in their
resolution? Again, silence and a lack of clarity.

Given the importance critics and opponents
attribute to CRT, this widespread ecclesiastical
silence is tragic. All sides owe Christians an
account of what CRT is and why it is harmful or
useful. Charity and justice demand as much.
Therefore, the widespread silence on these very
issues is a strike against the Church’s leaders. As
Martin Luther King, Jr. wrote years ago: “A time
comes when silence is betrayal.”
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As a racialized minority suffering from internal and
external forms of racism, this silence—this betrayal
—hurts. Most of my life, I have lacked an antiracist
vocabulary; those harming me had a racist one.
Most of my life, I couldn’t diagnose my racialized
wounds; those harming me inflicted these wounds
with precision. Most of my life, I unwittingly
wandered in a racialized cave; those harming me
worked to keep me in the shadows. So, when
Christian leaders offer meager condemnations or
approvals of race-conscious scholarship, I lament,
fear that they have engaged in selective antiintellectualism—the very thing Mark Noll observes
characterizes the Evangelical mind—along
racialized lines, and desire to shed light where
shadows mesmerize.

"These scholars engage in
academic gentrification:
they take up residence
within CRT scholarship,
replace its original methods
and commitments, ignore
its founders, and silence the
founders’ intellectual heirs."

Academic Fluidity of Defining CRT
Shedding light necessitates acknowledging that

interchangeably for race scholarship as Kleenex is

academic circles also spread ambiguity about

used for tissue.” This pervasive, fluid use of the

CRT. Critical race theorist Tommy Curry observes

term “CRT” has led scholars including Lewis

that scholars use the term with a reckless range:

Gordon, Charles Mills, and Lucius Outlaw to

“The CRT label to describe (1) any work dealing

misidentify CRT. Beyond simply obscuring the

with postcolonial authors like W.E.B. Du Bois and

definition of CRT, some appropriate the term to

Frantz Fanon or (2) the role postcolonial themes

denote an emaciated conception of race divorced

like power, discourse, and the unconscious play in

from CRT’s founders and their methodological and

the social constructionist area.” Kimberlé

theoretical commitments. These scholars engage

Crenshaw, one of CRT’s founders, adds that “the

in academic gentrification: they take up residence

name Critical Race Theory . . . [is] now used as

within CRT scholarship, replace its original
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methods and commitments, ignore its founders,

But not just any guide will do. A mere blog post or

and silence the founders’ intellectual heirs.

essay cannot sustain a presentation that
elucidates CRT’s range of topics, theories, genres,

The Need for a Guide

or camps. CRT’s scope and complexity demand a

Confusion, misidentification, and gentrification

the pitched ecclesiastical debates reveal that

characterize academic treatments of CRT; silence

Christians need a stopgap treatment of CRT now,

and name-dropping typify treatments within the

not later. These debates also show the necessity

Church. It’s hard to find accurate, detailed

of the Reformation slogan ad fontes, “to the

treatments of CRT. We as Christians need more

founts.” We must engage CRT’s primary texts. We

than light. We need a guide.

must hear these authors, these neighbors. To these

book-length treatment. But, books take time, and

ends, I write this series to exposit central CRT texts
and themes. I write as a race scholar teaching
CRT at an Evangelical Christian college.

Having explained the problem that gives this series
urgency, let me conclude this essay by setting the
stage for the others. Most broadly, CRT is a
movement aimed at providing an antiracist

"CRT therefore is not a
single theory, method, or
analytic tool. It’s a diverse,
contested, multi-layered
movement."

understanding of the relationships between “race”
and law. This movement contains competing and
complementary traditions (e.g., some conditionally
accept political liberalism while others completely
reject it). Each tradition houses multiple methods
and claims. CRT therefore is not a single theory,
method, or analytic tool. It’s a diverse, contested,
multi-layered movement.
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Constellation of Shared Commitments
Within CRT
Despite their differences, Kimberlé Crenshaw

The second shared interest builds on the first. CRT

notes that CRT scholars share two interests and

scholars desire “not merely to understand the

five conclusions, and I draw from her thoughts

vexed bond between law and racial power but to

heavily in the paragraphs that follow. This

change it.” These specialists strain to resist and

constellation of commitments illuminates CRT’s

remediate white supremacy’s impacts on the laws

founding texts and gives readers direction. The

governing all who inhabit the U.S. This activist

first shared interest is “to understand how a

commitment makes CRT an antiracist project.

regime of white supremacy and its subordination
of people of color have been created and

Five common conclusions shape the project. First,

maintained in America, and, in particular, to

CRT scholars “reject the prevailing orthodoxy that

examine the relationship between the social

scholarship should be or could be ‘neutral’ and

structure and professed ideals such as ‘the rule of

‘objective.’” They believe “legal scholarship about

law’ and ‘equal protection.’” Here, “white

race in America can never be written from a

supremacy” refers to a set of ideologies and

distance of detachment or with an attitude of

practices birthed during fifteenth-century

objectivity.” Human beings are perspectival

colonialism that presume “[W]hite racial, moral,

knowers. We learn about, see, and treat things

and intellectual superiority.” With this presumption,

from tradition-bound perspectives. Our

Britain, France, Portugal, Spain, and the

scholarship, then, never arises from a neutral,

Netherlands—the major European colonizing

objective view from nowhere. Second, because

empires—constructed pigmentocracies, countries

perspectives are inherently political, CRT scholars

and governments by and for people deemed

contend that “scholarship—the formal production,

White. Slave codes, the 1790 Naturalization Act,

identification, and organization of what will be

Johnson v. McIntosh (1823), The Greaser Act (1855),

called ‘knowledge’—is inevitably political.” Legal

Dred Scott v. Sanford (1857), The Chinese

histories, for example, establish political visions of

Exclusion Act (1882), Plessy v. Ferguson (1896), and

a country through what they highlight or ignore.

Ozawa v. United States (1922) betray the United
States as a white nationalist project at its

Third, CRT scholars argue that analyses of U.S.

inception and reveal the lengths people went to

histories of law should promote a “deep

maintain this racial identity. CRT scholars analyze

dissatisfaction with traditional civil rights

how this historic status quo haunts us today.

discourse.” Whereas colonial and post-colonial
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U.S. laws largely maintained the country’s status

liberation movements is apparent in how many

as a white supremacist pigmentocracy, during the

reconceptualized “racism” during the Civil Rights

1960s and 1970s, “racial justice was embraced in

Movement. This reconceptualization had two

the American mainstream in terms that excluded

parts. First, “racism was identified only with the

radical or fundamental challenges to status quo

outright formal exclusion of people of color; it was

institutional practices in American society by

simply assumed that the whole rest of the culture,

treating the exercise of racial power as rare and

and the de facto segregation of schools, work

aberrational rather than as systemic and

places, and neighborhoods, would remain the

ingrained.” Crenshaw continues: “What [CRT

same.” By this understanding, only explicitly

scholars] find most amazing about this ideological

apartheid policies and practices rose to the level

structure in retrospect is how very little actual

of racism—and even these were framed to avoid

social change was imagined to be required by ‘the

radical change. Second, people reconceptualized

civil rights revolution’. . . One might have expected

racism as “the irrational and backward bias of

a huge controversy over the dramatic social

believing that someone’s race is important.” Thus,

transformation necessary to eradicate the regime

“the American cultural mainstream neatly linked

of American apartheid.” Citizens of the U.S.

the [B]lack left to the [W]hite racist right:

ignored their racist past, misrepresented the legal

according to this quickly coalesced consensus,

systems undergirding that past, and settled for

because race-consciousness characterized both

relatively minor remedies rather than radical

[W]hite supremacists and [B]lack nationalists, it

reconstruction.

followed that both were racists. The resulting
‘center’ of cultural common sense thus rested on
the exclusion of virtually the entire domain of

Fourth, CRT scholars contend that the narrowing of

progressive thinking about race within colored

remedial action requires acknowledging that

communities.” The dual-framing of racism as race-

although “civil rights advocates met with some

consciousness and race-consciousness as

success in the nation’s courts and legislatures,”

irrational left inhabitants in the U.S. linguistically

these successes “ought not obscure the central

destitute. They lacked a piercing antiracist lexicon

role the American legal order played in the

and accompanying catalogue of antiracist activity

deradicalization of racial liberation movements.”

despite inhabiting a white supremacist

This defanging of radical, race-conscious

pigmentocracy.
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Fifth, CRT scholars agree that social forms of
organized forgetting enabled a massive rewriting
of U.S. history which bolstered the belief that
colorblind meritocracy was the solution to U.S.
social ills. Selective quotations of the Rev. Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. played a leading role in this
endeavor. Again, Crenshaw: “Mainstream legal
argument regarding ‘race relations’ typically
defended its position by appropriating Dr. King’s
injunction that a person should be judged ‘by the
content of his character rather than the color of
his skin’ and wedding it to the regnant ideologies
of equal opportunity and American meritocracy.”
This dominant view construes “merit” as a neutral,
perspective-less category detached from power
and history. So understood, visions of meritocracy
also blunted the sharp edge of radical antiracist
movements: “Rather than engaging in a broadscale inquiry into why jobs, wealth, education, and
power are distributed as they are, mainstream civil
rights discourse suggests that once the irrational

"We must repent of our
shoddy, unjust
presentations of CRT. We
must labor to understand
and evaluate CRT in light of
history, political philosophy,
sociology, and theology and
the movement’s internal
diversity. This is what
neighborly love demands."

biases of race-consciousness are eradicated,
everyone will be treated fairly, as equal
competitors in a regime of equal opportunity.”

Church to foster justice and mercy, giving special
attention to the marginalized and oppressed (see
Matthew 25; James 1). Because marginalization

Toward a Christian Response

and oppression in pigmentocracies operate along

How should Christians respond to these common

racialized lines, Christians should share the

interests and conclusions? They should begin by

common interests of critical race theorists. And

recalling that Christ and the apostles call the

they should recognize that assessments of those
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scholar’s conclusions must be robust and nuanced.
An endorsement or rejection of CRT requires
examining a lot of U.S. history—especially U.S.
legal history—political philosophy, sociology, and
theology. And either require treating the varied
positions tied to these conclusions. You’d never
know these requirements by reading Christians’
pithy rejections or shallow endorsements of CRT.
We must do better. We must repent of our shoddy,
unjust presentations of CRT. We must labor to
understand and evaluate CRT in light of history,
political philosophy, sociology, and theology and
the movement’s internal diversity. This is what
neighborly love demands.

FAITHFULLYMAGAZINE.COM
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"Law organizes [W]hite society; then it helps maintain that
society through both physical and ideological coercion.”
– Kenneth B. Nunn
“Race may be [the U.S.’s] single most confounding
problem but the founding problem of race is that few
people seem to know what race is.”
– Ian F. Haney López

What Christians Get Wrong About Critical Race Theory — Part II
Dr. Nathan Luis Cartagena, originally published May 3, 2020

Critical Race Theory and Neighborly Love
Who are your critical race theorist neighbors?

these scholars understand law and race, for as I

What do they believe? And why do they believe it?

mentioned, “CRT is a movement aimed at

I previously argued that amid recent heated

providing an antiracist understanding of the

ecclesiastical debates about critical race theory

relationships between ‘race’ and law.” This focus

(CRT), Christian leaders are largely silent on these

requires taking a step and asking why CRT scholars

questions—rarely even raising them. This silence is

analyze race and law. The answer lies in CRT’s

a twofold failure in neighborly love: it fails to give

origins.

Christians resources needed to adjudicate these
debates; and it fails to promote justice and charity
toward critical race theorists. This essay continues

Critical Race Theory’s Origins

my efforts to mend these breaches of love.

CRT began with disillusionment. Nearly 20 after

Whereas my first essay traced a constellation of

the legendary Judge William H. Hastie told CRT’s

general commitments and conclusions CRT

founder, Derrick Bell, “Son, I am afraid that you

scholars share, here I focus more narrowly on how

were born fifteen years too late to have a career
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in civil rights,” Bell was bewildered by how little

Black one?” This question revealed racist tropes

progress he and other civil rights lawyers had

such as the candidate “pool problem,” “merit,” and

made implementing Brown v. Board of Education.

“not compromising standards” that informed

White flight, Northern and Southern refusals to

Harvard’s racial inertia. So too did the law school’s

integrate, the establishment of private schools, the

hiring of 10 White males that year. Students and

persistent inferiority of racialized minority

faculty saw these tropes and hires, and several

educational experiences, and the steady

committed to starting a movement within legal

dismantling of the 1960’s Civil Rights legislation left

studies that extended Bell’s work. In the summer

Bell persuaded that U.S. society had “transformed

1989 this group held a workshop entitled “New

Brown into a magnificent mirage,” a bare symbol

Developments in CRT.” But the title was

without much antiracist substance.

misleading. As Crenshaw writes, prior to her
penning the workshop’s invitations, “there really

Through publications and service as a law school

was no CRT as such.” Crenshaw coined the phrase

professor, Bell worked tirelessly to analyze how

“Critical Race Theory” and its acronym “CRT” while

U.S. legal systems perpetuated white supremacy

creating the workshop. Through her and the

before and after Brown. His work caught on. And
when Harvard Law School failed to replace Bell in

workshop’s participants’ efforts, Critical Race
Theory was born.

the early 1980s with a racialized minority, students
held mass protests. As Kimberlé Crenshaw writes,
“From the students’ perspective, then, Bell’s
departure left the school with a gaping hole in the

Critical Race Theory and Critical Legal
Studies: Agreements

curriculum,” for Bell alone taught courses on the

Like human birth, CRT combined life-giving

intersections of race and law; and it left a gaping

materials from several sources. One of the most

hole in the faculty, given “the dearth of minority

significant of these sources was Critical Legal

law professors at the school.”

Studies (CLS). CLS was a response to 19th century
scholars such as John Austin and Jeremy Bentham

Harvard did little to meet student demands. But

who championed views of human law—they, like

why? Dean James Vorenberg answered while

their CLS and CRT predecessors, never gave much

asking a group of protestors, “Wouldn’t you prefer

attention to divine law—as objective, formal, and

an excellent [W]hite professor over a mediocre

asocial. As Elizabeth Mensch writes: “The
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nineteenth century’s process of legal

of law thought it merely regulated and ratified.”

rationalization resulted in the abstraction of law

This revelation, Crenshaw continues, illuminates

from both particularized social relations and

that “the legal system is not simply or mainly a

substantive moral standards. By the ‘rule of law’

biased referee of social and political conflict

classical jurists meant quite specifically a structure

whose origins and effects occur elsewhere . . .

of positivized,objective, formally defined rights.”

[law is] thoroughly involved in constructing the

Such formalized views of law overtook historic

rules of the game, in selecting the eligible players,

competitors and dominated Europe and

and in choosing the field on which the game must

European-derived countries. In fact, they still do.

be played.” Together, CLS and CRT scholars argue

But they are not the only options. Alternatives

that laws and legal systems are social constructs

known as “law-in-context theories” emerged in the

which shape the societies that make them.

late 19th century and persist today. Each of these
theories, Kenneth Nunn writes, present law as “a
product of society and not something separate
and distinct from it.” CLS theorists champion this

Critical Race Theory and Critical Legal
Studies: Disagreements

in-context view of law, rejecting its formalized

While CRT drew upon CLS’s principles, CRT

competitors.

scholars found reasons to go beyond their CLS
colleagues. Many rejected CLS’s wholesale

CLS scholars’ embrace of law-in-context theories

denunciation of political liberalism. Mari Matsuda,

attracted CRT scholars because of CLS’ emphasis

for example, argued that this denunciation failed

on the law’s role in perpetuating and maintaining

to account for the rich, creative ways racialized

ideologies and corresponding power relations.

minorities used political liberalism to promote

Early CRT authors such as Alan Freeman and

justice—such as gaining reparations for Japanese

Duncan Kennedy drew on the CLS insight that law

internment in the U.S. Further, all CRT scholars

is a “crucial site for the production of ideology and

found CLS’s disregard of racism and white

the perpetuation of social power.” As Crenshaw

supremacy indefensible. Crenshaw observes that

summarizes: “[CLS scholars] revealed the

as CLS scholars remained “unable to transpose

constitutive force of law, the ways legal

[their] insights into an analysis of racial power and

institutions constructed the very social interests

law,” CRT and CLS became distinct legal

and relations that cruder instrumentalists accounts

movements. CRT’s focus on race led its adherents
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to address “quite different concerns, with distinct

Building on Bell’s groundbreaking text Race,

methodologies and traditions” from their CLS

Racism, and American Law, CRT scholars analyzed

peers.

how white supremacist ideologies permeated U.S.
legal systems, especially through the category of

Critical Race Theory on Law

race. As Imani Perry notes, their examinations
presumed that race and law are “part[s] of the
fabric of culture,” and that “law is but one,
particularly powerful, arm of cultural production
and life.” CRT scholars also presumed that white
nationalist aspirations coursed throughout the
European and European-derived cultures during

"Laws set the boundaries
for pigmentocracies and
determine who and what
can reside within them.
Laws also dictate how
interactions within these
boundaries will go,
perpetuating ideologies to
justify the coercion it
authorizes to enforce these
dictates."

the colonial and post-colonial periods; the
peoples promoting these cultures desired to
establish pigmentocracies—governments and
countries for and by those deemed White. While
many historians, including Eugene Genovese,
Winthrop Jordan, Francis Prucha, SJ, and C. Vann
Woodward, recorded these developments, none of
them offered robust legal scholarship about these
developments or their continued impacts. As such,
CRT scholars took up this task.

Through interdisciplinary work, CRT scholars
defended that colonial and post-colonial law
“organizes [W]hite society; then helps maintain
that society through both physical and ideological
coercion . . . granting [European and Europeanderived societies] a sense of legitimacy and
superiority over non[W]hite institutions.” Laws set
the boundaries for pigmentocracies and determine
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who and what can reside within them. Laws also

this did not cease at some point when the U.S.

dictate how interactions within these boundaries

became “post-racial.” Rather, he argues that

will go, perpetuating ideologies to justify the

contemporary lawmakers and Supreme Court

coercion it authorizes to enforce these dictates.

Justices have continued to employ into the present

Within this hegemony—this racialized Platonic

“the same racist, narrative tradition of the Indian’s

Cave—racist beams cast light upon European and

cultural inferiority that informed the Removal era’s

European-derived societies, offering the false

dominant legal discourse of opposition to tribal

impression that they are legitimate and superior to

sovereignty.”

their non-White counterparts residing in
unenlightened, uncivilized shadows.

Similar legal patterns of racialized discrimination
informed 19th and 20th century efforts to maintain

Cycles of English-Indigenous contact,

white supremacist hegemony in the U.S. The Treaty

confrontation, and conquest confirm this view of

of Guadalupe Hidalgo (1848), Page Act (1875),

law. So do their replications in U.S.-Indigenous

Chinese Exclusion Act (1882), Plessy v. Ferguson

relations. During the colonial period, English

(1896), Insular Cases (1901), Ozawa v. United States

citizens on either side of the Atlantic promoted

(1922), Anti-miscegenation laws (17th century-

visions of White civilizations while generating “a

1967), and McCleskey v. Kemp (1987) reveal as

rich corpus of texts and legal arguments for

much. And they illuminate why Cheryl Harris argues

dispossessing the Indian.” John Locke’s arguments

that for those deemed White, “[t]he law’s

for Indigenous dispossession in his Second Treatise

construction of whiteness defined and affirmed

on Government are representative here. Moreover,

critical aspects of identity (who is [W]hite); of

even Frenchman Alex de Tocqueville observed that

privilege (what benefits accrue to that status); and

the fledgling U.S. mobilized Lockean-infused laws,

of property (what legal entitlements arise form

undergirded by a widespread embrace of the

that status).”

Doctrine of Discovery, to exterminate Indigenous
communities. It would be “impossible to destroy

Critical Race Theory on ‘Race’

men with more respect for the laws of humanity,”

Harris’s treatment of whiteness hints at the

Tocqueville writes, having witnessed firsthand the

consensus CRT view of race: “race” most properly

genocidal Trail of Tears that the 1830 Removal Act

refers to a law-shaped social construct—i.e., a

triggered. Robert A. Williams, Jr. demonstrates that

human invention—involving “historically contingent
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social systems of meaning that attach to elements

or gene cluster, as is, for example, sickle cell

of morphology and ancestry.” In this view, “human

anemia. Nor are races marked by important

interaction rather than natural differentiation [is]

differences in gene frequencies, the rates of

the source and continued basis for racial

appearance of certain gene types.”

categorization,” and much of this interaction
happens through law. Note: this is the consensus

Unlike elements on the periodic table, there are no

rather than the unanimous view among CRT

racialized atomic numbers—no genetic

scholars. In Race, Racism, and American Law, for

microstructures—rendering people Black, Brown,

example, Bell analyzes “Black” and “White” as if

Red, Yellow, or White. The same applies to human

they were natural categories, not social

psychology and spirituality. Human beings differ

constructs. Hence, Jayne Chong-Soon Lee’s

biologically, consensus affirmers grant, but that

counsel to pause and consider what someone

difference is not racial. There are no natural races;

means when she speaks of “race” applies to CRT’s

only invented ones. There are no actual racial

members, too.

essences; only imagined and enforced ones.

The consensus that “race” is a social construct

People started imagining, inventing, and enforcing

carries denials. Its proponents deny that “race”

“race” during the colonial period. As Tommy Curry

refers to a naturally occurring phenomenon,

writes: “[R]ace is a colonial category.” Britain,

something inherent in human beings.

France, Portugal, Spain, The Netherlands—each

Consequently, they also deny that there are

self-identified Christian empire created

biological, psychological, or spiritual grounds in

conceptions of race presuming white supremacy

virtue of which anyone is raced. Take Ian Haney

that justified their budding pigmentocracies. It is

López’s rejection of gene-based conceptions of

not a stretch, then, to say that race is an

race:

ecclesiastical artifact—a lethal, imperialistic,
colonial, Christian invention.

“There are no genetic characteristics
possessed by all Blacks but not by non-Blacks;

Further, the colonial era’s lethal invention was

similarly, there are no gene or cluster of genes

fluid, not static. People have used “race” to pick

common to all Whites but not to non-Whites.

out different things at different times and places.

One’s race is not determined by a single gene

As Lee writes, “malleability, fluidity, and variability”
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characterize race discourse; people have defined

consensus view: people attach “race” to more

race “in many different ways, often

than morphology. Khiara Bridges writes that “the

simultaneously.”

physical traits of race always have been imagined
to correlate with nonphysical traits,” including

Yet, white supremacy has informed each shift. The

assimilability, aggression, criminality, godliness,

U.S. Supreme Court’s radical reconceiving of

industriousness, intelligence, and sexuality. People

whiteness in 1927 is a case in point. In Ozawa v.

also racialize accents, capital, cultures, histories,

United States (1927), the Court denied Takao

languages, perspectives, regions, and religions.

Ozawa U.S. citizenship because he failed to

The Court saw Thind’s brownness, Hinduism, and

satisfy the racial prerequisite clause. Since he was

Indian origins as proof that he was non-White and

not Caucasian, the Court argued, Ozawa was not

unable to assimilate into whiteness. Had he been a

White, and therefore was ineligible for U.S.

light-skinned Scandinavian with Lutheran

citizenship. López observes that this decision

commitments, matters would have been different.

established “as the supreme law of the land that
‘[W]hite’ and ‘Caucasian’ were synonyms.” Yet

The Court’s rulings in Ozawa and Thind reveal that

three months later, the same Court opposed this

laws contribute to how conceptions of “race”

law in United States v. Thind, arguing that

maintain white supremacy beyond a Black-White

although Bhagat Singh Thind was Caucasian, he

binary, even as they do so within one. Hence those

was not White. The Court acknowledged that “[i]t

championing the consensus view stress that laws

may be true that the Blond Scandinavian and the

shape “race.” As López demonstrates, laws ascribe

brown Hindu have a common ancestor in the dim

racialized meanings to morphology and ancestry,

reaches of antiquity,” but it hastened to add that

and infuse racial schemes into social practices

“the average man knows perfectly well that there

and structures. This is not to say laws alone

are unmistakable and profound differences

perform these functions. CRT scholars grant that

between them today.” The Court ruled Thind was

David Roediger’s observation about immigrant

what common people would say he was: a Brown,

racialization experiences—“countless quotidian

non-White Hindu. Therefore, this “Caucasian” was

activities informed popular and expert

ineligible for citizenship. The Court had spoken—

understandings of the race of new immigrants, as

and contradicted itself.

well as new immigrant understandings of race”—
applies to shifts in racial conceptions and

Thind’s case illuminates another feature of the

practices more broadly. But CRT scholars,
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including Dorothy Roberts, Richard Delgado, and
Jean Stefancic, note that laws inform and guide
these quotidian practices. In each sphere, human
beings—judges, lawyers, legislators, teachers, and

"López recounts how
Republicans and Democrats
employ sophisticated racial
rhetoric—not ethnicity rhetoric—
he calls “racialized
dogwhistles” to secure votes.
Whereas Republicans admit to
crafting a “Southern Strategy”
to win the White male vote and
establish a White party,
Democrats, including the
Clintons, played up racist fears
of Blacks during their
campaigns. Both parties
continue to trade in this racist
rhetoric."

employers—not abstract social forces conceive
and conserve racial categories and the
institutions, systems, and structures they inform.

Critical Race Theory on Jettisoning
‘Race’
Although the consensus view held by CRT scholars
denies that “race” is natural or essential, CRT
scholars affirm that it is socially real. As Crenshaw
notes, those championing the consensus view
endorse anti-essentialism but reject vulgar antiessentialism—the view that because “race” is not
biologically real, it plays no role in lived experience
and is unworthy of study. Race shapes people’s
lives. Everyone in the U.S. has a racialized
experience—even if they do not recognize it.
Consequently, CRT scholars argue, we cannot
swap race-talk with ethnicity-discourse. As Lee
observes, this option “fails to account for the ways
in which race has already been formalized in our
institutions, particularly the law.” López supports
Lee’s claim by cataloguing race’s influence in
every body of law; the same is not true of
ethnicity. Furthermore, López recounts how
Republicans and Democrats employ sophisticated
racial rhetoric—not ethnicity rhetoric—he calls
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“racialized dog-whistles” to secure votes. Whereas
Republicans admit to crafting a “Southern
Strategy” to win the White male vote and establish
a White party, Democrats, including the Clintons,
played up racist fears of Blacks during their
campaigns. Both parties continue to trade in this
racist rhetoric.

Intermission
CRT begins in disillusionment about U.S. race
relations. Through the work of activist-scholars
including Derrick Bell, Kimberlé Crenshaw, Neil
Gotanda, and Mari Matsuda, this disillusionment
fuels an antiracist movement within legal studies.
Scholars in this movement analyze how law and
“race” have served to foster White supremacy in
the U.S. Their analyses are intricate and farreaching, thus mirroring the racialized society they
consider. Christian leaders owe the Church
insights into this analysis and accompanying
history to help Christians navigate ecclesiastical
debates about CRT and love their critical race
theorist neighbors. Christian leaders also owe the
Church and CRT scholars treatments of CRT’s
literature on gender, sexuality, and racism. For as
CRT scholars argue, although “race” is sui generis,
it intersects with these social realities. My next
essay will take up these issues.
Kimberlé Crenshaw. (Photo: Mohamed Badarne/Flickr, CC-BY-SA-4.0)
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“The intersected histories of race and sex in America tell an
unseemly story…”
– Kendall Thomas
“Because the intersectional experience is greater than the sum of
racism and sexism, any analysis that does not take
intersectionality into account cannot sufficiently address the
particular manner in which Black women are subordinated.”
– Kimberlé Crenshaw
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Critical Race Theory’s Painful Relevance
Critical race theorist Kenneth Nunn’s words haunt

governmental responses we’ve witnessed these

me. As I struggle to process the murders of

past weeks.

Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd
as well as the glaring racial disparities in COVID-

If Critical Race Theory (CRT) scholars like Nunn are

19 cases, I remember Nunn’s words: “Law organizes

right, we must not limit Christian anti-racism to

[W]hite society; then it helps maintain that society

chanting “Black Lives Matter” or “Defund the

through both physical and ideological coercion.”

Police” while marching upon blood-soaked stolen

Laws and the broader legal system, Nunn argues,

lands. Instead, we must identify, resist, and

order and maintain the U.S. as a White nationalist

remediate the forms of racism coursing through

project through physical and ideological force.

and from the legal systems shaping people, lands,

Consequently, white supremacy permeates U.S.

and institutions.

law and order. Nunn’s disturbing insight
anticipates the racial violence and

These God-glorifying anti-racist actions require
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complex analyses of concepts or events that at

about racism, manhood, womanhood, and

first glance may appear unrelated to white

labor can be expressed within our

supremacy, racism, or law. This is how confronting

configurations of race, class, and gender in

racialized oppression works. As Paulo Freire writes:

the twenty-first century.”

“When people lack a critical understanding of their
reality, apprehending it in fragments which they do

But these projections obscure the beliefs Du Bois,

not perceive as interacting constituent elements of

Delany, and Cooper defended, for each

the whole, they cannot truly know that reality.” To

subscribed to the widely-held idea that gender

help us see additional elements constituting our

only existed among civilized races. Again Curry:

racialized society, this final essay highlights what

“Under ethnological systems of thought, races

critical race theorists teach about how law

were gendered as proof of their evolutionary

maintains and materializes conceptions of gender,

development above other races. This meant that

sexuality, and racism undergirded by white

there were no shared categories of manhood and

supremacy.

womanhood across racial groups.”

Critical Race Theorists on Gendered
Races

As Curry’s comments imply, the gendered
conceptions of races were hierarchical: some
races had evolved further, and so were superior to

CRT founder Derrick Bell instructed his students to

those lagging behind. Nineteenth-century thinkers

ground legal analysis in history: “We have to look

presented this hierarchy through the prism of

at history.” The movement’s literature on gendered

patriarchy. The White Anglo-Saxon race was

races shows that Bell’s students heeded his

deemed superior, and thus “masculine;” all others

counsel. Treatments of gender often project

were deemed lesser, and thus “feminine.”

contemporary conceptions onto the past. What

Discussing the supposed inferiority of Negros,

Tommy Curry writes about Black philosophers

Robert F. Park declared that “The Negro is, so to

generalizes across many disciplines:

speak, the lady among the races.” Jules Michelet
said “Africa is a woman; her races are feminine.”

“It is common practice for [B]lack philosophers

Franz I. Pruner-Bey maintained that “the [B]lack

to simply assert that the idea of nineteenth-

man is to [W]hite man what woman is to man in

century thinkers like W.E.B. DuBois (sic), Martin

general, a loving being and being of pleasure.”

R. Delany, or Anna Julia Cooper who wrote

Further still, Carl Vogt argued that “The grown-up
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Negro partakes, as regards his intellectual

Returning to contemporary conceptions of race

faculties, of the nature of the female child, and

and gender, CRT scholars use history to illuminate

the senile [W]hite.” A review of Arthur De

distinctive law-based gendered injustices

Gobineau’s influential book Inequality of the

perpetrated against racialized minorities.

Human Races shows similar reasoning applied to

Consider Black women. Colonial slave codes and

all peoples racialized non-White. Masculinity and

antebellum slave laws traced slavery through the

superiority belonged to Whites.

maternal line, thus rendering enslaved Black
women slave-bearers for the Southern slavocracy

Critical race theorists note that this gendered

and its Northern dependents. Likewise, Kimberlé

conception of races shaped U.S. laws. Champions

Crenshaw notes that, whereas antebellum and

of California’s 1855 “Greaser Act,” such as T.J.

postbellum U.S. laws established “[W]hite male

Farnham, championed the removal of Mexicans

regulation of [W]hite female sexuality,” there was

given their race’s lack of masculinity. Since the

“absolutely no institutional effort to regulate Black

“Law of Nature” doomed this mixed-blood,

female chastity.”

feminine race to oblivion, Farnham argued, it was
fitting for California’s laws—indeed all the laws of

A similar lack of specific legal protection for Black

the U.S.—to establish the masculine Caucasian

women characterized twentieth-century anti-

race. Similar reasoning informed the Chinese

discrimination law. Crenshaw demonstrates that

Exclusion Act (1888). Exclusionists argued that

cases such as DeGraffenreid v General Motors,

Chinese men’s behavior proved the Chinese were

Moore v Hughes Helicopter, and Payne v Travenol

a lesser, feminine race. How else, they contended,

failed to offer remediation for the forms of

could one account for their feminine clothing, hair

compounded gender-race discrimination Black

styles, and clothing? Or their willingness to

women encountered, forcing them instead to seek

immigrate alone and never establish a family?

remediation in terms of the experiences of White

Both laws, critical race theorists note, illustrate

women or Black males. To overcome this legal

how gendered conceptions of races maintained

discrimination, Crenshaw champions

white supremacy throughout the U.S.

“intersectionality.” She writes:

“I argue that Black women are sometimes

Critical Race Theorists on Gender-Race
Discrimination

excluded from feminist theory and antiracist
policy discourse because both are predicated
on a discrete set of experiences that often
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does not accurately reflect the interaction of

Staples’ writing foreshadows conceptual

race and gender. These problems of exclusion

limitations CRT scholars identify in Crenshaw’s

cannot be solved simply by including Black

account. These limitations, they argue, emerge

women within an already established

from the strands of feminism and anti-racism

analytical structure. Because the intersectional

Crenshaw united while constructing

experience is greater than the sum of racism

intersectionality. For although Crenshaw applied

and sexism, any analysis that does not take

intersectional analysis to other racialized minority

intersectionality into account cannot

women and the social, political, and economic

sufficiently address the particular manner in

injustices they experience—and sparked the global

which Black women are subordinated.”

reception and implementation of intersectional
analysis by presenting at the 2001 United Nations
World Conference Against Racism—her

For Crenshaw, intersectionality is an analytic

presumption that racialized minority males are

concept that helps people identify compounded

privileged, legally and otherwise, by gender

forms of injustice and discrimination presuming

proved false. Athena Mutua, for example,

and maintaining white supremacy and patriarchy.

documented that Black males experience a

Though Crenshaw created the phrase

gendered disadvantage while racially profiled.

“intersectionality,” she was not the first to note

She writes: “What [B]lack men were experiencing

compounded, identity-based injustices. Scholars

was not sexism, a term that over a long history

including Beverly Lindsay and Deborah King used

seemed to me to reference the discrimination and

phrases such as “triple jeopardy,” “interactive

oppression of women, but rather, was gendered

oppressions, and “nexus” when referring to

racism.” White patriarchy’s manifestation in law

gender-race discrimination all racialized minority

and policing bequeathed Black gender-race

women experienced. Likewise, Robert Staples

discrimination, not gender privilege. Tommy Curry

refers to the “dual dilemma” Black males face.

and Darren Hutchinson make similar arguments.

Staples argues that because “institutional racism

The legal and ideological legacies of gendered

and its machinations shape the expression of

races persist.

[B]lack masculinity . . . any understanding of their
experience will have to come from an analysis of
the complex problems they face as [B]lacks and as

Critical Race Theorists on Sexuality

men.” Staples calls this “complex of problems” the

Despite these debates about Crenshaw’s account

dual dilemma.

of intersectionality, CRT scholars agree that
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intersectional analysis aids in detecting and

CRT scholars point to the mythological

dismantling sexual racism in law. Kendall Thomas

construction of the “Nigger-Beast” and Black rapist

writes, “The intersected histories of race and sex in

during Reconstruction and its weaponization in

America tell an unseemly story . . . because ‘at the

twentieth-century courtrooms to corroborate

core of the heart of the race problem is the sex

Thomas’s claim. In McQuirter v. State (1953), for

problem.’” Examinations of U.S. anti-

example, a Black man was convicted of assault

miscegenation laws such as Rachel Moran’s

with intent to rape because he was on the same

confirm Thomas’s point. So do cases like Bob Jones

street as a White woman. Indeed, the judge

University v. United States (1983); images of

presiding over McQuirter instructed that when “in

racialized minorities in law; and U.S. immigration

determining the question of [McQuierter’s]

policy beginning with the Page Law (1875)—a ban

intention the jury may consider social conditions

specifically targeting Chinese women. As Erika Lee

and customs founded upon racial differences,

writes, “the Page Law and the Chinese Exclusion

such as that the prosecutrix was a [W]hite woman

Act provided the legal architecture for twentieth-

and defendant was a Negro man.” Tommy Curry

century American immigration policy.” Similar

notes that similar sexual racism bolstered White

sexual racism against Latinos has always suffused

feminism and calls for women’s suffrage. And Ian

President Trump’s immigration rhetoric and

Haney López traces it throughout presidential

policies.

campaigns beginning with Barry Goldwater.

Behind these laws, critical race theorists argue,

Whereas CRT scholars are united in resisting and

are individual and communal commitments to

remediating the legal presence and

preserving White racial purity and supremacy.

materialization of racist ideas about the

Regarding Black-White relations, Kendall Thomas

hypersexuality and licentiousness of racialized

writes:

minority men and women, they do not speak with
one voice about how anti-racism relates to

“The ideology of white supremacy has rarely

LGBTQ+ concerns. Derrick Bell’s major works rarely

failed to find a dark and dangerous sexual

discuss unjust treatment of homosexuals, for

motive behind the assertion of [B]lack political

example, and each treatment is peripheral, lying

and civil rights. This almost reflexive ascription

outside the center of his analysis. Mari Matsuda,

of sexual meanings to [B]lack political

in contrast, explicitly argues that CRT must include

militancy is surely one of the most constant

resistance to heterosexism and homophobia

and curious features of our national history.”

because “dismantling any one form of
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subordination is impossible without dismantling

Charles Lawrence III represents this view.

every other.” Similarly, Francisco Valdes argues
that CRT offshoots such as LatCrit work “to

Those contending that racism is a network of

dismantle the hegemony of Euro-

material conditions grant that racism includes

heteropatriarchy.” Yet Crenshaw questions if

ideological components, but stress that “material

“LatCrit or QueerCrit are turns, spinoffs, or

factors are necessary to the analysis of racial

splinterings of CRT,” even while noting similarities

discrimination.” These self-identifying “racial

between her identity politics and those of the

realists” contend that “racism is a means by which

LGBTQ+ community. Despite these varied

society allocates privilege, status, and wealth.

positions, CRT scholars agree upon the need to

Racial hierarchies determine who receives

resist proclamations such as “gay is the new black”

tangible benefits, including the best jobs, the best

because, as Patrica Hill Colins and Sirma Bilge

schools, and the invitations to parties in peoples

argue, these slogans sustain “the post-race myth

homes.” On this view, eradicating racism requires

that fallaciously declare that racism has lapsed.”

radical changes to society’s material conditions
and relations. Delgado represents this view.

Critical Race Theorists on Racism
Though CRT is an anti-racist movement, its

Although these camps exist, CRT authors

adherents disagree about how to conceptualize

sometimes fluctuate between them within a single

“racism.” Generally speaking, critical race theorists

essay. In “Racial Remediation: An Historical

divide into two camps: those contending racism is

Perspective on Current Conditions,” Derrick Bell,

an ideology, and those contending racism is a

for example, offers a realist analysis while

network of material conditions. Richard Delgado

championing an ideological definition of racism.

outlines each camp’s commitments.

He writes: “Racial policies are still based on the
sense-no less deeply held when it is unconscious-

Those contending that racism is an ideology

that America is a [W]hite nation, and that [W]hite

“[hold] that racism and discrimination are matters

dominance over [B]lacks is natural, right and

of thinking, attitude, categorization, and

necessary as well as profitable and satisfying. This

discourse.” On this view, eradicating racism strictly

pervasive belief, the very essence of racism,

involves “purging [the U.S.] of its underlying

remains a viable and valuable national resource.”

images, words, attitudes, and scripts that convey

And again: “Fear of inundation by [B]lacks should

the message that certain people are less worthy,

be added to the two, already identified,

less virtuous, and less American than others.”

components of racism: (1) the inherent sense that
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[W]hite people represent a higher and better

Whether ideologues or realists, most critical race

order of humanity than do [B]lacks; and (2) the

theorists endorse Bell’s claim that racism is a

feeling that while [B]lacks are citizens, have made

permanent feature of the U.S. But their

many contributions and should not be

endorsement presumes that, just as “race” is a

discriminated against, America is not simply a

fluid construct, so too is racism. As such, they

country consisting of [W]hite majority; it is a

argue, racism comes in many forms. Racism may

[W]hite country which means that flourishing

carry hatred, apathy, or benevolence. And it may

[B]lack institutions of any kind are unnatural,

be explicit or implicit; loud or faint; strategic or

suspect and not to be encouraged.”

spotty; symbolic or structural; individual or
institutional; and so on. Laws have and continue to

Bell’s definitions point to another tension within

organize the U.S. as a White nation with

CRT treatments of racism: many of the early essays

amalgamated forms of racism.

operated on a Black-White binary. Robert Chang,
Richard Delgado, Angela Harris, Juan Perea, and

Conclusion

Deborah Ramirez offer penetrating critiques of this

If Nunn’s words haunt me, so does the realization

conceptual cropping. Still, each stresses, like Bell,

that my three essays on CRT barely begin to

that white supremacy undergirds racism.

convey the movement. I have said nothing about
its literature on education, hate-speech, policing,
or prisons. And I’ve said little about it’s detailed
discussions of whiteness and white privilege. I will
address these omissions and make up for this
minimal attention in a forthcoming book with IVP

"Racism may carry hatred, apathy, or
benevolence. And it may be explicit or
implicit; loud or faint; strategic or
spotty; symbolic or structural;
individual or institutional; and so on.
Laws have and continue to organize
the U.S. as a White nation with
amalgamated forms of racism."

Academic. As I said before, CRT requires a booklength engagement. I offer this collection of
essays as a stop-gap between now and the
publication of my or other such books.

I also offer these essays as an exercise in
neighbor-love. I’m appalled by the ever-increasing
tendency within the church to speak about CRT
without having made an extended stay with the
movement’s authors or texts. This lack of familiarity
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surfaces in disgraceful blog posts and essays
published throughout Christian communions. We
should be ashamed. Sadly, few will be, and even
fewer will repent. Lord have mercy. Christ have
mercy. And Spirit, help us love our CRT neighbors
within and without the church as we struggle to be
salt and light in a racialized world.

Dr. Nathan Luis Cartagena is an Assistant
Professor of Philosophy at Wheaton College
(IL), where he teaches courses on race, justice,
and political philosophy.

Timothy Isaiah Cho is an Associate Editor at
Faithfully Magazine.
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